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Abstract—The throughput of current multibeam satellite sys-
tems is limited by self interference. Interference mitigation
techniques have the potential to significantly increase the spectral
efficiency of these satellite communication systems. The present
contribution investigates the ergodic capacity of the return link
of a multibeam satellite system, where full frequency reuse is em-
ployed and user signals are jointly processed at the gateway. The
proposed model incorporates correlated satellite antennas over
Rician channels which represent some inherent characteristics of
satellite communications. Additionally, the effects of shadowing
caused by user mobility, are modeled via the lognormal distribu-
tion. Hence, a composite Rician/lognormal fading channel with
fully correlated receive antennas is considered. For this channel, a
new lower bound on the ergodic capacity is analytically deduced
and verified through simulations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Next generation satellite communication (SatCom) networks
are striving for terabit capacity [1]. Considering the return link
of these systems, great challenges arise with the provision
of high throughput, interactive services to small and energy
efficient, mobile terminals. Novel interference mitigation tech-
niques that have been recently applied to terrestrial networks
[2] are expected to provide a new tool for the design of future
SatComs. In the present contribution, the main objective is
to determine the potential capacity gains of the uplink of a
multibeam satellite system, that jointly decodes mobile users’
signals. On this basis, a closed-form lower bound on the
ergodic capacity of the considered system is derived. The
tightness of the bound is examined across a wide Signal-to-
Noise (SNR) range. Moreover, the proposed bound facilitates
the investigation of the impact of the model parameters on
the channel capacity. To the end of providing a link between
theoretical work and real system implementation, a realistic
satellite link budget is described so that system throughput can
be calculated from the channel ergodic capacity. Subsequently,
throughput results demonstrate the potential gains of multiuser
decoding in the uplink of multibeam SatComs when compared
with the performance of conventional four color schemes.

The rest of the present paper is structured as follows. A
brief review of the existing related work is provided in Section
II. The considered channel model is described in Section III.
Section IV explores the theoretical capacity of the described
channel, including the analytical lower bound calculations and
the generated numerical results. Conclusions are drawn in

Section V, along with future extensions of the present work.

II. RELATED WORK

The capacity of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) sys-
tems over independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian
channels was first calculated by [3] . When multiple users are
jointly processed by a hyper-receiver then a MIMO Multiple
Access Channel (MIMO MAC) is realized and multi-user
detection (MUD) is performed. Over the last decade, extensive
research in terrestrial cellular systems employing MUD tech-
niques has demonstrated that substantial capacity gains can be
obtained [4]–[14]. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the
first results on the capacity of a joint-processing (i.e. jointly
decoding the received signals) system can be found in [4].
In [7], multipath fading is additionally considered where it is
proven to be beneficial. A further extension of the above to
account for the effect of Line-of-Sight (LoS) components can
be found in [8]. Next, lognormal shadowing was incorporated
by the authors of [9]. Also, in the recent work of [10],
tight lower capacity bounds for composite Rayleigh-lognormal
MIMO fading channels were derived. Finally, several other
fading distributions have been considered, such as the com-
posite Nakagami-m/lognormal [12] and Nakagami-m/gamma
fading models [11], [15].

Albeit the extensive literature for terrestrial networks, little
is known about the performance of multibeam joint decoding
techniques in SatComs. In this direction, the work of [13]
elaborated on the uplink capacity of a multibeam satellite
system. The ergodic capacity of MIMO satellite channels was
also investigated by [14]. Furthermore, the authors in [16] used
tools of random matrix theory to upper bound the ergodic
capacity and compute the outage probability of a MIMO Land
Mobile Satellite system (LMS). Lastly, a multiuser decoding
algorithm was presented in [17].

While these prior works have significantly improved our
knowledge on the ergodic capacity characterization of SatCom
systems, some important issues remain unsolved. In this light,
a multibeam joint decoding system suitable for SatCom is
hereafter considered. The underlying fading model is inher-
ently general since it is a combination of small-scale Rician
and large-scale lognormal fading. The latter manifestation is
typically caused due to user mobility. Additionally, the pro-
posed model includes an accurate approximation of the multi-



beam antenna radiation pattern. Similar channel realizations
have been considered in [18]–[20]. Under these conditions,
a new lower bound on the ergodic capacity is proposed that
becomes exact at high SNRs and offers useful insights into
the implications of the model parameters.

Notation: Throughout the paper, E [·], (·)T , (·)†, ⊙ and ⊗
denote the expectation, the transpose and the conjugate trans-
pose of a matrix, as well as the Hadamard and the Kronecker
product between matrices, respectively. In denotes an identity
matrix of size n, In×m a n×m matrix full of ones, 1n a n-
dimensional vector of ones and 0n×m a n×m matrix full of
zeros, respectively. Moreover, Xd = diag(x) is a diagonal ma-
trix composed of the elements of vector x = [x1, x2, . . . , xn].
A random matrix denoted as Gn×m ∼ CN (0, In) is composed
of i.i.d. complex elements. Each complex element, denoted as
gij ∼ CN (0, 1), has i.i.d. real and imaginary components each
distributed as N (0, 1/

√
2).

III. CHANNEL MODEL

Let us consider a multibeam satellite scenario for mobile
terminals. The focus is on the uplink (i.e. the link from the
users to the satellite) while the feeder link (i.e. the link from
the satellite to the earth gateway station) is assumed ideal.
More specifically, we consider a cluster of n spot-beams
covering n user terminals, uniformly distributed in the service
area, each equipped with a single antenna. A single user is
scheduled to transmit per beam during a specific time slot.
The input-output expression for the i-th beam reads as

yi =
n∑

j=1

zijxj + vi, (1)

where zij is the complex channel coefficient between the
i-th beam and the j-th user and vi is the additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) measured at the receive antenna.
To the end of investigating the uplink satellite channel the
following characteristics will be incorporated in the channel
model: beam gain bij , lognormal shadowing ξj , Rician fading
hij and antenna correlation. Hence, (1) can be reformulated:

yi =

n∑
j=1

bijhijξjxj + vi. (2)

Shadowing ξj only depends on the jth user position as a result
of the practical collocation of the satellite antennas1. Following
from (2), the general baseband channel model for all beams
in vectorial form is given by

y = Zx+ v, (3)

where y,x and v are n×1 receive, transmit, and noise vectors
respectively. Channel matrix Zn×n

Z = B⊙HRΞ
1/2
d . (4)

Note that all matrices are square n × n, while the matrix B
models the satellite antenna gain. It is composed of the square

1Each user sees all the satellite antennas under the same elevation angle.

roots of the gain coefficients calculated using the well accepted
method of Bessel functions [21]

gij(θij) = Gmax

(
J1(u)

2u
+ 36

J3(u)

u3

)2

(5)

where u = 2.07123 sin θij/ sin θ3dB , and J1, J3 are the first
kind Bessel functions, of order one and three respectively. The
j-th user corresponds to an off-axis angle θij with respect to
the boresight of the i-th beam where θi = 0◦. Beam gain
for each satellite antenna–user pair, depends on the spotbeam
antenna pattern and on the user position. Assuming that the
positioning of every user remains constant in the duration
of a codeword, B reduces to a deterministic real positive
matrix, composed of the square roots of the aforementioned
coefficients, that models the position dependent beam gain.
Each user-receiver antenna pair has a different gain due to
the antenna radiation pattern, hence B is multiplied element-
wise (i.e. Hadamard product) with the small-scale, fading
matrix HR. The latter consists of random i.i.d. nonzero mean
Gaussian elements and models the Rician fading component
as follows [13]:

HR =

√
K

K + 1
H̄R +

√
1

K + 1
H̃R, (6)

where K is the Rician factor, H̄R is a deterministic unit rank
matrix modeling the LoS signal component and H̃R is a com-
plex random matrix representing the scattered components.

The effects of antenna correlation are considered using the
Kronecker correlation model [22]. Hence, a realization of H̃R

is generated according to

H̃R = R1/2
r HwR

1/2
t , (7)

where Hw ∼ CN (0, In). An inherent characteristic of SatCom
is the high correlation among the received signals. Total
absence of scatterers on the satellite side, the practical co-
location of the receive antennae due to on-board limitations
and the long propagation path render the receive signals highly
correlated. Hence, unit rank receive correlation is assumed,
such that R

1/2
r = In×n. On the other hand, the effects of

correlation can be ignored on the transmit side; this implies
that R1/2

t = In. As a result, the Rayleigh component of the
total channel matrix is

H̃R = InHwIn = InHw. (8)

As far as the large-scale fading matrix Ξd is concerned,
we first note that its entries are modeled via the classical
lognormal distribution [10]. In addition, due to the collocation
of the on board antennae, possible obstructions affect equally
all received signals. Thus, Ξd is a diagonal matrix composed
of random elements that represent shadowing due to user
mobility: Ξd = diag{ξ}, where ξ = [ξ1, ξ2 . . . ξn]. The
probability density function of the random fading coefficients
ξm reads as

p (ξm) =
1

ξm
√
2πσ2

m

exp

(
− (ln ξm − µm)

2

2σ2
m

)
, ξm ≥ 0.

(9)



where µm (dB) and σm (dB) are the mean and standard
deviation of the of variable’s natural logarithm, respectively.

An important observation that simplifies the theoretical
analysis is the transformation of (4) into a more tractable form.
In particular, we notice that receive correlation imposes rank
deficiency on the matrix H̃R. According to (8), H̃R is a matrix
with identical rows, as can be easily verified. Likewise, H̄R

has by assumption identical rows: Each user has the same LoS
component towards the receiver, since the distance between
satellite antennae is infinitesimal compared to the user-satellite
propagation path. The sum of unit-rank matrices with identical
rows leads to a total channel matrix HR with identical rows
and thus unit rank: rank (HR) = 1. The Hadamard product
between two matrices can be transformed into matrix product
in the special case where the second is a unit rank matrix with
identical rows. Then, the Hadamard product between the initial
matrices is equivalent to the product between the first one and
a diagonal matrix containing row elements of the unit-rank
matrix2. Taking this observation into consideration, (4) can be
transformed into

Z = BHdΞ
1/2
d , (10)

where Hd is a diagonal matrix containing i.i.d. non-zero mean
complex circularly symmetric elements.

IV. CAPACITY ANALYSIS

The considered system is a Multi-User Single Input Multiple
Output (MU-SIMO) MAC system, whose capacity, under
uniform power allocation, is defined as [3]

Cerg = E
{
log2 det

(
In + γZ†Z

)}
. (11)

The proposed model, assumes no coordination among transmit
antennas, so every user transmits at the same SNR (γ), which
represents the ratio of the power transmitted by every user
over the equivalent noise power at the receiver.

A. Lower bounds

Following a similar line of reasoning as in [24] and [10],
the ergodic capacity of a symmetric n×n MIMO system, can
be lower bounded as

Cerg > n log2

(
1 + γ exp

(
1

n
E{ln

(
det
(
Z†Z

))
}
))

, (12)

with the use of Minkowski’s inequality. Considering Z as in
(10) and by exploiting the symmetrical nature of the system,
(12) yields

Cerg > n log2

(
1 + γ exp

(
1

n

(
E{ln

(
det
(
BB†))}

+E{ln (detΞd)}+ E{ln
(
det |Hd|

2
)
}
)))

. (13)

2In the channel derivations this property is used in more than one occasions
[23]. It results from the assumption that channel coefficients between each user
and every receive antenna are identical.

Since B is deterministic, the remaining non deterministic
terms of (13) need to be calculated. To this end, we first exploit
the fact that Ξd is diagonal, to obtain

E {ln (detΞd)} =
n∑

m=1

E {ln (ξm)} =
n∑

m=1

µm. (14)

Finally, to deduce an analytical expression for the term
E{ln

(
det |Hd|2

)
}, the procedure described hereafter is nec-

essary: The diagonal matrix |Hd|2 is composed of Rician
elements, i.e. Hd = diag{h}, where h = [h1, h2 . . . hn]. Each
element of vector h is given by hi =

√
K

K+1 h̄ii +
√

1
K+1 h̃ii,

where h̄ is complex deterministic and h̃ ∼ CN (0, 1), repre-
senting the LoS and the Rayleigh components of the signal
respectively. Let us consider the following calculations:

E
{
ln
(
det |Hd|

2
)}

=

= E

ln

 n∏
i=1

∣∣∣∣∣
√

K

K + 1
h̄ii +

√
1

K + 1
h̃ii

∣∣∣∣∣
2


=
n∑

i=1

E

ln

∣∣∣∣∣
√

K

K + 1
h̄ii +

√
1

K + 1
h̃ii

∣∣∣∣∣
2


= −n ln (K + 1) +

n∑
i=1

E
{
ln
∣∣∣√Kh̄ii + h̃ii

∣∣∣2} . (15)

Hence, the last term of (15) needs to be deduced. From [13],
the elements of |Hd|2 follow a non-central chi-squared (χ2)
distribution. According to [25] and [26], the expectation of
the natural logarithm of random variable following the χ2

distribution can be calculated as follows:

E

ln
l∑

j=1

|Uj + wj |2
 = gl

(
s2
)
, (16)

where U ∼ CN (0, 1), w is a deterministic complex number,
2l are the degrees of freedom of the χ2 distribution (i.e. the
number of squared normal random variables summed)3 and s2

is the distribution’s non-centrality parameter, given from

s2 =
l∑

j=1

|wj |2. (17)

By examining (15), it is clear that l = 1 complex channel
coefficients are added, thus |Hd|2 follows a χ2−distribution
with two degrees of freedom, (i.e. |Hd|2 ∼ χ2

2(s
2) ). Function

g1 is defined as [26]:

g1
(
s2
)
, ln(s2)− Ei(−s2), (18)

where Ei(x) denotes the exponential integral function, and
ψ(x) is Euler’s digamma function. Hence, the last term of

3Of particular interest is the case of even number of degrees of freedom
since not only it leads to closed form solutions but is also realistic. The
squared norm of complex random variables distributed as CN (0, 1) leads to
an even number of total squared normal variables.



(15) can be calculated using (16):

E{ln
(
det |Hd|

2
)
} = −n ln (K + 1) +

n∑
i=1

g1
(
s2i
)
, (19)

where s2i = |wi|2 = K|h̄ii|2. Subsequently, the analytically
deduced lower bound for a symmetrical n×n multibeam joint
processing system operating in composite Rician/lognormal
channel with correlated receive antennas reads as

Cerg ≥ n log2

(
1 + γ exp

(
1

n

(
ln
(
det
(
B ·B†))

+
n∑

k=1

µm − n ln (K + 1) +
n∑

i=1

g1
(
s2i
))))

. (20)

B. Numerical results

A set of Monte Carlo simulations is carried out to calculate
the channel capacity, given by (11). The results are depicted
in Fig. 1, over a wide range of SNR values. In the same
figure, the analytically deduced lower bound is compared to
the theoretical capacity. Finally, the achievable capacity of
multibeam systems employing four color frequency reuse, over
identical channel assumptions, given by

C4c = E

{
1

4

n∑
i=1

log2

(
1 +

|zii|2∑
j ̸=i,j∈AC

|zij |2 + (4γ)
−1

)}
,

(21)
is plotted versus SNR in the same figure. The channel coeffi-
cients zij are given in (2), γ is defined in (13), while Ai

C is
the set of cochannel to the i-th, beams.

In the context of mathematical analysis, the behavior of the
proposed bound in the extreme cases of low and high SNR
is depicted in Fig. 1. Amid the lack of tightness in the low
SNR region (see Fig. 1(b)), it is illustrated that the bound
becomes exact for SNR values more than 30 dB. The behavior
of the deduced formula was also examined for variable Rician
factors. The results are depicted in Fig. 2 for a specific SNR
value (i.e. SNR = 25 dB) versus a typical range of the Rician
factor in a satellite channel [27]. According to these results,
the bound remains exact with respect to the Rician factor and
can thus be used for various satellite scenarios.

To the end of investigating the potential gains of multibeam
joint decoding, the link budget of a satellite system for mobile
users has been calculated in Table I. Referring to these
calculations, a low SNR analysis is necessary in order to
provide tighter bounds in the area of practical interest (i.e.
[-5 – 25] dB). Furthermore, according to Fig. 1, the gain over
a traditional frequency reuse system is more than threefold
at the high SNR region and approximately twofold for lower
SNR values. This result indicates that potential operation in
higher SNR regions, will increase the gain of multibeam joint
decoding techniques in a satellite communications network.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The capacity of a MU-SIMO composite Rician/lognormal
satellite channel has been studied and analytically lower
bounded. The proposed lower bound converges across the
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Fig. 1. Theoretical and analytical results versus a large range of transmit
SNR compared to the capacity of a conventional system employing a four
color frequency reuse scheme

entire SNR range and becomes exact at high SNRs. Ad-
ditionally, the bound remains exact for a typical range of
the Rician factor which is an important parameter of the
system model. Subsequently, the presented analysis is suitable
for multibeam SatCom systems, where multiple mobile users
are transmitting and the received signals at the multibeam
satellite antenna are jointly decoded by an ideal hyper receiver.
The comparison with conventional frequency reuse schemes
quantifies the significant gains of the proposed techniques.
More than twofold increase in the user throughput is expected
in the currently adopted SNR region of operation. Moreover,
potential increase of the transmit SNR, can increase the
throughput of the uplink of next generation SatComs more
than three times, when conventional systems would be limited
by the interbeam interferences.

Future extensions of this work include the exploration of
multibeam joint decoding techniques under more realistic
receiver architectures, e.g. linear minimum mean-square error
(LMMSE), as well as a low SNR analysis.
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Fig. 2. Theoretical and analytical results versus a typical, for a satellite
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TABLE I
LINK BUDGET & SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
Frequency Band S (2.2 GHz)
User Link Bandwidth Bu 15 MHz
Mobile terminal RF power [-3 – 24.5] dBW
Receiver noise power N -133 dBW
Free Space Loss L 190 dB
Atmospheric Loss 0.5 dB
Polarization Loss 3 dB
Mobile Antenna Gain GT 3 dB
Max satellite antenna gain GR 52 dBi
Fading Margin 3 dB
Transmit SNR [-5 – 25] dB
Beam Radius 350km
Area Radius 1000km
Number of Beams n 7
Rician factor K 13 dB
Lognormal Shadowing µm, σm -2.62dB, 1.6dB
Iterations 1000
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